Readers of Field Arithmetic [FJ], may observe interesting interrelations between two major concepts of the book, the free profinite group F ω of rank ℵ 0 , on one hand, and Hilbertian fields on the other hand. There is an analogy between various results on closed subgroups of F ω and algebraic extensions of Hilbertian fields. Results of Melnikov [M1] even extend this analogy to the free profinite group F m of arbitrary infinite rank m.
Introduction
Readers of Field Arithmetic [FJ] , may observe interesting interrelations between two major concepts of the book, the free profinite group F ω of rank ℵ 0 , on one hand, and Hilbertian fields on the other hand. There is an analogy between various results on closed subgroups of F ω and algebraic extensions of Hilbertian fields. Results of Melnikov [M1] even extend this analogy to the free profinite group F m of arbitrary infinite rank m.
In this paper we try to make this analogy precise by formulating a "twinning scheme" of pairs of results on closed subgroups of F m on one hand and algebraic extensions of Hilbertian fields on the other hand. For special class of Hilbertian fields, namely the "ω-free PAC fields of characteristic 0" on one hand and for F ω on the other hand the twinning scheme becomes a theorem which we call the "weak twinning principle". In the general case, we prove new results on closed subgroups of free profinite groups which are suggested by known results on Hilbertian fields and fall into the twinning scheme.
We also go in the other direction -from groups to fields. The reason for the general phenomenon is still unclear.
Let us explain all these in details. We say that a subset X of a profinite group F converges to 1 if each open subgroup of F contains all but finitely many elements of X. In this case, F is the free profinite group with basis X, if each map f of X into a profinite group G such that f (X) converges to 1 uniquely extends to a homomorphism of F into G. The cardinality of X is called the rank of F . If X is infinite, then rank (F ) is also the cardinality of the family of all open subgroups of F [FJ, Supplement 15.12] .
For free F , the rank uniquely determines F up to an isomorphism. In particular, if rank(F ) = m, then we denote F by F m . It is the free profinite group of rank m.
Prop. 11.16]. As we deal mainly with separable extensions, we formulate our results for Hilbertian fields. However, they also remain valid, possibly with little modifications, for separable Hilbertian fields.
The classical Hilbertian fields are Q and fields of rational functions over any field [FJ, Chap. 12] . Other basic Hilbertian fields are the fields of formal power series in at least two variables over any field. More Hilbertian fields are obtained from basic Hilbertian fields as suitable algebraic extensions, as stated below.
Denote the absolute Galois group of a field K by G (K) . Suppose that PG is a property of closed subgroups of profinite groups. We denote the Galois theoretic counterpart of PG by PF. This means that if L is a algebraic extension of a field K, Thus, given a (G) statement, you get the corresponding (F) statement as follows: Replace "the subgroup has the property PG" by "the field has the property PF" and "the subgroup is isomorphic to F m " by "the field is Hilbertian", and vica versa from (F) to (G).
We list several statements which fall into this twinning scheme and are known to be true.
(G1) Every open subgroup of F m is isomorphic to F m [FJ, Prop. 15.27 ].
(F1) Every finite separable extension of a Hilbertian field is Hilbertian [FJ, Cor. 11.7] .
(G2) Every normal subgroup N of F m such that F m /N is finitely generated is isomorphic to F m [M1, Prop. 2.1].
(F2) Every Galois extension N of a Hilbertian field K such that G(N/K) is finitely generated is Hilbertian [FJ, Prop. 15.5] .
(G3) Every proper open (resp., and normal) subgroup of a closed normal subgroup of F ω (resp., F m ) is isomorphic to F ω (resp., F m ) [FJ, Prop. 24.7] (resp., [M1, Thm. 
3.4]).
(F3) Every proper finite separable extension of a Galois extension of a Hilbertian field is Hilbertian [FJ, Cor. 12.15] .
(G4) Every closed normal subgroup N of F m such that F m /N is abelian is isomorphic to F m (a corollary of [M1, Lemma 2.7 and Thm. 3.1] . See also [LD, Cor. 3.9(i)] for the case m = ℵ 0 .) (F4) Every abelian extension of a Hilbertian field is Hilbertian [FJ, Thm. 15.6] .
Note that Theorem G3 deviates somewhat from the twinning scheme in the uncountable case in that it restricts the open subgroup of the normal closed subgroup of F m to be normal. In Section 2 we bring G3 into a line with the other (Gn)'s. We prove:
(G3 ) Every open proper subgroup of a closed normal subgroup of F m is isomorphic to
Here are another two interesting field theoretic results:
(F5) The compositum of two Galois extensions of a Hilbertian field K, neither of which contains the other is Hilbertian [HJ] .
(F6) If L is an algebraic extension of a Hilbertian field K whose degree is divisible by at least two primes and L is contained in a pronilpotent extension N of K, then L is Hilbertian [U, Thm. 3] .
The twinning scheme suggests analogous results about F m which we indeed prove in Section 1 and Section 4.
(G5) The intersection of any two closed normal subgroups of F m neither of which contains the other is isomorphic to F m .
(G6) Let M be a closed subgroup of F m whose index is divisible by at least two distinct
Actually, we prove (G5) and (G6) with the close "is isomorphic to F m " replaced by "is a free profinite group" also for the case where 2 ≤ m < ℵ 0 . The main tool to handle the case of finite rank is the Nielsen -Schreier formula for the rank of an open subgroup E of F . In the infinite case, in particular in the uncountable case, we replace this formula by an explicit knowledge of a special basis Y for E which is constructed out of a basis X for F in [FJ, Section 15.7] . We also exploit methods and results of Melnikov [M1 and M2] .
In the other direction we mention the following group theoretic result:
are finite. Then H is isomorphic to F m [LD, 3.15] .
A standard argument (Section 5) proves the analogous result which is predicted by the twinning scheme:
with all α(p) finite. Then L is Hilbertian.
In addition, we mention in Section 5 some results about subgroups of free profinite groups whose analog for extensions of Hilbertian fields have never been considered. We leave them as open problems.
Although some of the group theoretical ingredients of the proofs of theorems (Gn) enter into the proofs of theorems (Fn), it is difficult to see a real analogy between the proofs of the group theoretic theorems and those of field theory. So, we do not know if the following "twinning principle" is true:
Twinning principle: Let m be an infinite cardinal. The following statements are equivalent:
(F) If a separable algebraic extension L of a Hilbertian field K has the property PF, then L is Hilbertian.
A partial evidence to the correctness of the twinning principle emerges in the countable case. If we restrict statement (G) to the case m = ℵ 0 it becomes equivalent to statement (F) on special Hilbertian fields, namely the ω-free PAC fields (Proposition B). Here a field K is said to be PAC if every absolutely irreducible variety V defined over K has a K-rational point. The field K is ω-free if each finite embedding problem for G(K) has a solution. That is, given a finite Galois extension L of K and an epimorphism α: B → G(L/K) from a finite group G there exists an epimorphism γ:
Theorem (Weak twinning principle): The following statements are equivalent:
The proof of the Theorem is based on three results:
Proposition A (Ax -Roquette [FJ, Cor. 10.7] ): Every algebraic extension of a PAC field is PAC.
Proposition B (Roquette [FJ, Cor. 24 .38]): Every ω-free PAC field of characteristic 0 is Hilbertian.
Proof of the Theorem: Suppose that G 0 is true. Let L be as in (F 0 ). In particular L has the property PF and therefore G(L) has the property PG. By
Also, by Proposition A, L is PAC. Hence, by Proposition B, L is Hilbertian. Now suppose that (F 0 ) is true. Let H be a closed subgroup of F ω which has property PG. By [FJ, Example 24.39] , there exists a countable ω-free PAC field K of characteristic 0. In particular
The weak twinning principle reduces the group theoretic theorems (G5) and (G6) in the case where m = ℵ 0 to the known field theoretic results (F5) and (G6). Note however, that the proof of the twinning principle is based on the deep work of Fried and Völklein (Proposition C). This work uses complex analysis and in particular the Riemann existence theorem. The proofs of (G5) and (G6), which we give below use only group theoretic tools and work for general m.
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1. Intersections of normal subgroups of free profinite groups.
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem G5 of the introduction for F m . We also prove the corresponding theorem in the case where 2 ≤ m < ℵ 0 . In this case we achieve our goal by using the Nielsen -Schreier formula and tools from [LD] and [FJ] . The case with uncountable rank is more complicated. We have to use the notion of "free pro-∆-group" developed by Melnikov in [M1] and in particular Theorem 4.1 of [M1] . So, we prove the theorem in the framework of Melnikov's notion of freeness which generalizes the one defined in [FJ] for full families. In order to bring the two notions in line we have changed Melnikov's notation and speak about "free pro-D-group" instead of "free pro-∆-group": Consider the free discrete group F 0 generated by a set X. Let N be the collection of all normal subgroups N of F that contain almost all elements of X such that F/N ∈ D. The profinite completion F of F 0 with respect to N is the free pro-D group with basis X. In particular X converges to 1 and each map f of X into a pro-D-group G for which f (X) also converges to 1 uniquely extends to a homomorphism of F into G [M1, Lemma 2.1]. Thus F is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by the cardinality of X, which is at the same time the rank of F . So, if this rank is m we denote F also
Note that D is closed under taking normal subgroups, quotients, and extensions.
Conversely, if C is such a family, and C 0 is the family of all compositions factors of C-groups, then C is the family of all finite groups whose decomposition factors belong to C 0 . In particular this is the case if C is a full family, i.e., C is closed under taking subgroups, quotients, and extensions [FJ, p. 189] . Thus, some of the results below will be generalizations of results for full families which appear in [FJ] or in [LD] .
Throughout this work we fix D 0 and D as above, reserve the letter m to denote a cardinal number, and let F = F m (D).
Let G be a profinite group and S a finite simple group. Denote the intersection of all open normal subgroups N of G such that G/N ∼ = S by M S (G). By [M1, Lemma
We denote the cardinality of I by r S (G).
Here are some results on F due to Melnikov which are needed in the proof. 
Recall that a profinite group G has the embedding property if for each finite quotient B of G and for each pair of epimorphisms (ϕ: G → A, α: B → A) there exists an epimorphism γ: G → B such that α • γ = ϕ.
Lemma 1.2: Let N be a closed normal subgroup of F .
(a) N has the embedding property.
Proof of (a): Suppose first that N = F . If m is finite, then the statement follows from the Gaschütz lemma as in [FJ, Prop. 15.31] . If m is infinite, repeat the proof of [FJ, Lemma 23.7] .
If N is open, then, by Proposition 1(a,b), N is D-free and therefore has the embedding property.
The general case is now a consequence of [FJ, Lemma 24.3] .
Proof of (b): Both N and F ω (D) have the embedding property, are of rank at most ℵ 0 , and have the same finite quotients. By [FJ, Lemma 24.1] 
Let G be a profinite group. We say that G satisfies the eth Nielsen -Schreier formula if
for each open subgroup H of G. In particular this formula implies for H = G that rank(G) = e.
The following Lemma generalizes Lemma 24.6 of [FJ] . 
Also, H has an open normal subgroup E that contains N such that (H : E) ≥ rank(G).
By [FJ, Cor. 15.28] 
Moreover, In particular, as E is D-free, (E/N ) × G is a quotient of E.
Let π: E → E/N be the canonical map. Let α: (E/N ) × G → E/N be the projection on the first factor. By Lemma 1.2(a), there exists an epimorphism γ:
The following Lemma generalizes Cor. 3.9(h) of [LD] .
Proof: Consider first the case where m = e is finite. Then A = F/N is a finitely generated infinite abelian group. Therefore there exists a prime p such that 1 < (A :
Now consider the case where m = ℵ 0 . By Lemma 1.2(b) it suffices to prove that each D-group G is a quotient of N . Indeed, take an epimorphism ϕ:
, by the preceding paragraph. In both cases G is a quotient of ϕ(N ) and therefore also of N .
Let G be a direct product of nontrivial profinite groups M and N . Then G satisfies the eth Nielsen -Schreier formula for no e > 1.
Lemma 1.6: Let G = K × L be a direct product of profinite groups K and L, and
lies in the center of G. In particular A is an abelian group.
Proof: We have xy = yx for each x ∈ K and y ∈ L. Hence, each a ∈ A satisfies az = za for each z ∈ ϕ(K) and for each z ∈ ϕ(L) and therefore also for each
The case m = ℵ 0 is covered twice in the proof of the following lemma. We have chosen to include the first proof because it uses lighter machinery than the second, which covers the more general case m ≥ ℵ 0 .
Lemma 1.7: Suppose that m ≥ 2. Let K and L be closed normal subgroups of F neither of which contains the other. Suppose that both K and L are isomorphic to F
Proof: Suppose first that m = e is finite. By Lemma 1.5, F/N , which is the direct product of K/N and L/N is not e-freely indexed. Hence, by Proposition 1.1(a) and
Secondly, let m = ℵ 0 . By Lemma 1.2(b) it suffices to prove that each D-group G is a quotient of N . Indeed, choose an integer e ≥ max{2, rank(G)} and an epimorphism
other. As KL = F , we conclude from the first paragraph that E = K ∩ L is D-free with rank at least e. Let N = ϕ(N ). By Lemma 1.6, E/N is abelian. Hence, by Proposition 1.1(a) and Lemma 1.4, N is D-free of rank at least e. In particular G is a quotient of N and therefore also a quotient of N , as desired.
So, assume that E 0 is nonempty and draw a contradiction. To that end, let E be as in 1.1(h), and let M be the intersection of all open normal subgroups
this contradicts Proposition 1.1(c) unless the factorization is trivial. So, say, K = 1
In particular F/L has no nontrivial quotients which belong to E.
This contradicts the choice of S, as desired.
Lemma 1.8: Let N be a closed nontrivial normal subgroup of F . If m ≥ 2 and (F :
Theorem 1.9: Suppose that m ≥ 2. Let K and L be closed normal subgroups of
Proof: Lemma 1.8 gives the assertion about the ranks. So, all we have to prove is that 
that N is a proper subgroup of both K 1 and L 1 . Thus, neither of the groups K 1 and L 1 contains the other. Apply Lemma 1.7 to
Corollary 1.10: Suppose that N is a closed normal subgroup of F such that F/N is a pronilpotent group whose order is divisible by at least two distinct primes. Then N is D-free.
Proof: : The group F/N is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups.
Theorem 4.1 generalizes Corollary 1.10 considerably.
2. Open subgroups of closed normal subgroups of free profinite groups.
Theorem G3 of the introduction contains two statements: 
The proof of this Proposition naturally splits into two cases. Lemma 2.3 handles the case where S is nonabelian. Lemma 2.4 takes care of the abelian case. In both cases we use Proposition 15.27 of [FJ] which states that E ∼ = F m (D). Moreover, the proof of this proposition construct a basis Y of E with special properties from a basis X of F :
Lemma 2.2: let X be a basis for F . Then there exists a function ρ: F → F such that
is a set of representatives for the left cosets of F modulo E,
(2d) with y r,x = rxρ(rx) −1 for (r, x) ∈ R×X −Γ, the map (r, x) → y r,x maps R×X −Γ bijectively onto a basis Y of E, and (2e) if an element x ∈ X belongs to a normal subgroup N of F which is contained in E, then y r,x = rxr −1 for each r ∈ R.
Proof: Let F 0 be the free discrete subgroup generated by X. Then F is the completion of F 0 with respect to the family of all normal subgroups N of F 0 which contain almost all elements of X. Moreover, the canonical map of F 0 into F identifies F 0 with a dense subgroup of F [M1, Lemma 2.5]. Also, there exists subgroup E 0 of index (F : E) such that E is the closure of E 0 in F [FJ, Lemma 15.14] . Each representative system of
By [FJ, Lemmas 15.21] there exists a function ρ 0 :
ρ(f ) ∈ Hf , and ρ 0 (ef ) = ρ(f ) for each e ∈ E 0 and f ∈ F 0 , and finally ρ 0 satisfies condition (5) on page 192 of [FJ] . By [FJ, Lemmas 15.22 and 15.23 ] the map (r, x) → y r,x maps R × X − Γ bijectively onto a basis Y of E 0 . Moreover, if an element x ∈ X belongs to a normal subgroup N of F 0 which is contained in E 0 , then y r,x = rxr −1 for each r ∈ R.
Proposition 15.25 of [FJ] handles only the case where X is finite. However, that part of its proof which states that Γ is finite depends only on the finiteness of R and not on that of X (Note that proof uses the letter N for what we call here Γ.)
The proof of Proposition 15.27 of [FJ] shows that Y is a basis of E in the profinite sense. Note that although that proof is carried out for full families, its proof remains valid also for quasi full families. In the latter case we have to use that
Finally, we may extend ρ 0 to a function ρ: F → F as follows: For each f ∈ F we define ρ(f ) to be the unique element r ∈ R such that r ∈ Ef . Then Condition (2) holds.
Lemma 2.3: Under the assumption of Proposition 2.1, suppose that S is nonabelian.
Then E has a closed normal subgroup D such that E/D ∼ = S m and M D = E.
Proof: Let X be a basis for F , and let ρ, R, Γ, y r,x , and Y be as in Lemma 2.2. Choose an open normal subgroup E 1 of F which is contained in E. In particular y r,x = rxr −1 if
x ∈ E 1 . Let X 0 be the set of all x ∈ X for which there exists r ∈ R such that (r, x) ∈ Γ or x / ∈ E 1 . Then X 0 is finite. Let X 1 = X − X 0 .
Choose a set of epimorphisms {ϕ i : F → S| i ∈ I} with an index set I which contains neither 0 nor 1 such that for each open normal subgroup L of F with F/L ∼ = S there exists a unique i ∈ I with L = Ker(ϕ i ). Then |I| = m. For each i ∈ I denote the restriction of ϕ i to E by ψ i .
For each i ∈ I let X i = X 1 − Ker(ϕ i ). Since X 0 is finite, I has a subset I 1 of cardinality m such that X i ⊆ E 1 for each i ∈ I 1 . Indeed, choose a system of generators S 0 for S none of which is 1. There are m subsets A of X 1 with cardinality |S 0 |. For each such A define an epimorphism of F onto S which maps X − A onto 1 and A onto S 0 . The cardinality of the set of kernels of the epimorphisms defined in this way is m.
This gives the subset I 1 of I.
Each ϕ i is determined by its values on X 0 ∪ X i . There are only finitely many possibilities for them. Thus if we define two elements i and j of I 1 to be equivalent if X i = X j , then each equivalent class is finite. Choose a system of representatives I 2 for the equivalence classes. Then |I 2 | = m.
For each i ∈ I 2 and each x ∈ X i choose an element s i (x) ∈ S, s i (x) = 1, such that
Note that X i is finite, and therefore σ i is well defined.
Otherwise Ker(σ i ) = Ker(ψ j ) for some j ∈ I. Choose x ∈ X i and r ∈ R, r = 1 (Here we use the assumption that E is a proper subgroup of F .) Then σ i (y r,x ) = 1 and therefore 1 = ψ j (y r,x ) = ϕ j (r)ϕ j (x)ϕ j (r) −1 .
Hence ϕ j (x) = 1. It follows that ψ j (y 1,x ) = ϕ j (x) = 1. Conclude that s i (x) = σ i (y 1,x ) = 1. This contradiction to the choice of s i (x) proves the claim.
If i, j ∈ I 2 and i = j, then X i = X j . Without loss, we may choose x ∈ X i − X j .
Then σ i (y 1,x ) = s i (x) = 1 and σ j (y 1,x ) = 1. Conclude that Ker(σ i ) = Ker(σ j ).
is open and normal in F and F/L ∼ = E/Ker(σ i ) ∼ = S. Hence, there exists j ∈ I such that L = Ker(ϕ j ). Therefore, Ker(σ i ) = Ker(ψ j ). This contradiction to the claim proves that M D = E, as desired.
Before we handle the case where S is abelian, we survey on Pontryagin's duality for vector spaces over F q and its application to free profinite groups.
Let q be a prime and let X be a set. Consider the group V = (Z/qZ) X which consists of all functions (v x ) x∈X with v x ∈ Z/qZ. Equip V with the product topology and so, consider V as a profinite group. Of course, V is also a vector space over F q . Pontryagin's duality associates to each subspace W of V * the closed subspace Note that it is much easier to establish Pontryagin's duality for abelian profinite groups than to establish the duality for arbitrary locally compact abelian groups because the former can be reduced to the duality for finite abelian groups:
Let G = lim ←− G i be an inverse limit of finite abelian groups. Denote the discrete group of all continuous homomorphisms χ:
Likewise, all properties of the duality for finite abelian groups are carried over to profinite abelian groups by taking limits. Proof: For each x ∈ X let ϕ x : F → Z/qZ be the homomorphism which is defined by ϕ x (x) = 1 and ϕ x (x ) = 0 if x = x. Then F (q,ab) = x∈X Ker(ϕ x ). Denote the
Choose an open normal subgroup E 1 of F which is contained in E. Let X 0 = X − E 1 and X 1 = X ∩ E 1 . For each x ∈ X 1 define a homomorphism σ x : E → Z/qZ by σ x (y r,x ) = 1 if x = x and r = 1 0 otherwise.
Claim:
By the discussion that precedes the lemma it suffices to prove that the intersection of the vector space generated by the ψ x 's with the vector space generated by the σ x 's is 0. We have to prove that if
with a x , b x ∈ Z/qZ and almost all of them are 0, then the right hand side of (3) is 0.
To this end choose r ∈ R, r = 1, let x ∈ X 1 and apply (3) on y r,x . Then σ x (y r,x ) = 0 and
Hence a x = 0. So, (3) reduces to
Now let x ∈ X 1 and apply (5) to y 1,x . By definition σ x (y 1,x ) = 1 if x = x and σ x (y 1,x ) = 0 if x = x. Also, if x ∈ X 0 , then x = x and therefore, as in (4), ψ x (y 1,x ) = ϕ x (x ) = 0. It follows that b x = 0. This completes the proof of the claim.
This concludes the proof of Proposition 2.1. By Proposition 2.1, H has for each S ∈ D 0 a closed normal subgroup D such that
Finally, note that M is normal in H and H ∼ = F m (D). By Proposition 1.1(f),
as desired.
Note that the case where D is quasi full is due to Melnikov (see (G3) of the Introduction).
3. Accessible subgroups.
"Accessible subgroups" are the counterpart of "subnormal groups" for profinite groups.
The goal of this section is to prove a criterion for an accessible subgroup of a free pro-D-group to be free. Many of the ideas involved in this section are due to Melnikov [M1 and M2] .
Recall that a closed subgroup H of a profinite group G is subnormal if there exists a finite sequence 
is the smallest closed normal subgroup of N n (H, G) which contains H.
Lemma 3.1: If H is an accessible closed subgroup of a profinite group G,
As there are only finitely many subgroups between G and HU , there is a finite sequence of ordinals, 0 = α 0 < α 1 < · · · < α r = γ such that
Inductively observe that
Hence, N U = HU , as claimed.
Corollary 3.2:
The intersection of closed accessible subgroups of a profinite group G is accessible.
Proof: Let H = j∈J H j be an intersection of closed accessible subgroups H j of G. For each nonnegative integer n let N n = j∈J N n (H j , G) . [FJ, Prop. 24.18] which is carried out for the case where D is the family of all finite groups works also for an arbitrary quasi full D.)
Again, the proof of [FJ, Lemma 24 .17] applied for pro-D-groups shows that condition (2b) implies condition (2a). Hence, the former also suffices for G to be isomorphic to F . Finally, note that the proof of [FJ, Lemma 24 .14] works also for pro-D-groups. 
Proof: For each closed subgroup U of G and each
is also open and therefore J i (U ) is finite.
Denote the set of all open subgroup of G which contain H by U. If for some
Indeed, otherwise for each U ∈ U the symmetric difference D(U ) of U ∩ G j and U ∩ G i will be a nonempty closed subset of G. Intersection of finitely many D(U )'s contains a set of this form and therefore it is nonempty. Since G is compact, the intersection of all H) , is nonempty, a contradiction.
In the above notation this means that
Let I 0 be a system of representatives for the sets J i (H). Thus, I = · i∈I 0 J i (H). 
By the preceding paragraph #{H
. Then extend ϕ to an epimorphismφ: G → A byφ(hg 0 ) = ϕ(h) for h ∈ H and g 0 ∈ G 0 . By Lemma 3.8, G ∼ = F . It follows (Lemma 3.5) that the embedding problem
By Lemma 3.6, the cardinality of the set
Let γ i be the restriction ofγ i to H. Choose h ∈ H 0 − G i . Then γ i (h) = 1 and
is a solution to the embedding problem (3).
Hence, (3) has m solutions. By Lemma 3.5(2b), H ∼ = F .
Proposition 3.10: Suppose that m ≥ 2. Let H be an accessible closed subgroup of F of infinite index such that r S (H) = max{ℵ 0 , m} for each S ∈ D 0 . Then H ∼ = F max{ω,m} .
Proof: By Lemma 3.5, it suffices to prove that each embedding problem
for which B is a pro-D-group, rank(A) < max{ℵ 0 , m}, and C = Ker(α) is a minimal nontrivial finite normal subgroup of B is solvable. 
In each case extend ϕ to an epimorphismφ: G → A byφ(hg 0 ) = ϕ(h) for h ∈ H and g 0 ∈ G 0 . By [FJ, Prop. 15.3] for finite m and Lemma 3.5 for infinite m there exists an epimorphismγ: G → B such that α •γ =φ. Let G 1 = Ker(γ) and let γ be the restriction ofγ to H. Then γ(H) is a closed accessible subgroup of B. Also,
There are two cases to consider:
So, γ is a solution to the embedding problem (4).
and α is the projection from on the first factor.
Since C is a minimal nontrivial normal subgroup of B it must be simple. So C ∈ D 0 . By assumption, r C (H) = max{ℵ 0 , m}. On the other hand rank(H/H 0 ) = rank(A) < max{ℵ 0 , m}. Hence, H has an open normal subgroup
Example 3.11: The condition on H in Proposition 3.10 to be accessible is indispensable. Let H 0 be the direct product of all simple finite groups, each taken ℵ 0 times. This is a profinite group of rank ℵ 0 . Since H 0 contains elements of finite order, it is not projective [FJ, Cor. 20.14] . Denote the universal Frattini extension of H 0 by H. It is a projective profinite group of rank ℵ 0 [FJ, Prop. 20.33 and Cor. 20.26] . The kernel of the map ϕ: H → H 0 is a nontrivial closed normal subgroup of the Frattini subgroup of H.
Since the latter subgroup is pronilpotent [FJ, Lemma 20.2] , so is the former. It follows that H is not free [FJ, Cor. 24.8(c) ]. On the other hand, H as a projective group of rank ℵ 0 is isomorphic to a closed subgroup H of F ω [FJ, Cor. 20.14] . By Proposition 3.10, H is not accessible.
Closed subgroups of F which contain F (nil) .
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem G6 of the Introduction. 
There are three cases to consider:
2 ≤ m < ∞ and at least two primes divide (F : H), and (1c) m is infinite and at least two primes divide (F : H).
We handle these cases in Propositions 4.3, 4.5, and 4.6, respectively. By example 3.3,
H is a closed accessible subgroup of F . So, we can apply Proposition 3.10 to H.
Lemma 4.2: Let H be a closed subgroup of F of infinite index which contains F (nil) .
Let S ∈ D 0 be a simple group which is either nonabelian or S = Z/qZ where q is a prime which does not divide (F : H). Then r S (H) = max{ℵ 0 , m}. FJ, p. 188] . By [FJ, p. 200, Exer. 9] , rank(H) ≤ max{ℵ 0 , m}.
Hence r S (H) ≤ rank(H) ≤ max{ℵ 0 , m}. Conclude that r S (H) = max{ℵ 0 , m}.
Abbreviate r Z/qZ (H) by r q (H).
Proposition 4.3: Suppose that m ≥ 2, and Z/pZ ∈ D 0 . Let H be a closed subgroup of F which contains
Otherwise, H is not a free pro-D-group, unless D 0 = {Z/pZ}. 
Hence, if H were a pro-D-group, then, by Proposition 1.1(b),
Finally, if D 0 = {Z/pZ}, then, by a theorem of Tate [FJ, Cor. 20.38 ], H is a free pro-p-group. 
Proof:
The group H as a subgroup of G is also pronilpotent. Let H p (resp., G p ) be the unique p-Sylow group of H (resp. G). Denote the group generated by all l-Sylow groups of H (resp., G) where l ranges over all primes different from p by H p (resp., 
In particular both D and E are open in G.
Hence Decompose now the pronilpotent groups E/F (nil) and D/F (nil) as a direct product of their p-Sylow subgroups:
Hence, by (2) and (3),
This gives an open normal subgroup D 0 of D such that D/D 0 is an elementary abelian p-group of rank at least n such that F (nil) D 0 = D. Hence HD 0 = D, and therefore
Since n was arbitrary, this implies that
We may reduce the case where m = ℵ 0 to the finite case. The essential point is to prove that r q (H) = ℵ 0 for each prime q. We may achieve this goal by mapping F onto F e (D) with e large such that H is mapped onto a subgroup whose index is divisible by at least two primes. 
Proof: Again we have only to prove that r q (H) = m for each prime q. By assumption there exists a prime p = q which divides (F :
it is isomorphic to F (Lemma 3.8). As E (nil) ⊆ F (nil) we may assume without loss that 
Concluding remarks
In this section we demonstrate the possibility to raise questions about extensions of Hilbertian fields from theorems about free profinite groups. One of these questions is easily answered. Two others remain open.
Here is a generalization of [LD, Prop. 3.15 ] from free groups of at most countable rank to arbitrary free groups. Extend ϕ to a homomorphismφ:
Since G is isomorphic to We prove the field theoretic analog of this theorem. is a polynomial which is irreducible and Galois over L(t), then there are infinitely many a ∈ L such that f (a, X) is irreducible and Galois over L with the same degree n as f (t, X).
By assumption, K has a finite extension E which is contained in L such that K] for each prime divisor p of n, all the coefficients of f lie in E, and f (t, X)
is Galois over E(t). In particular, [L : E] is relatively prime to n. As E is Hilbertian, there are infinitely many elements a ∈ E such that f (a, X) is irreducible and Galois over E of degree n. Let F be the splitting field of f (a, X) over E. Then [F : E] = n is relatively prime to [L : E] . Hence [LF : L] = n and therefore f (a, X) is irreducible and Galois over L of degree n, as desired.
One could attempt to generalize Theorem (G2) of the introduction to nonnormal subgroups: If m ≥ 2 and H is a closed subgroup of F = F m (D) such that F = H, x 1 , . . . , x n , then H is a free pro-D-group.
This attempt fails due to a remarkable result of Aschbacher and Guralnik [AG, Thm. A] which uses the classification of simple groups:
Proposition 5.3: Every finite group is generated by a pair of conjugate solvable subgroups.
Proposition 5.3 is preserved under taking inverse limits:
Corollary 5.4: (a) Every profinite group is generated by a pair of conjugate prosolvable closed subgroups.
(b) Every profinite group is generated by a closed prosolvable subgroup and one more element.
By Corollary 5.4, F has a closed prosolvable subgroup H and an element x such that F = H, x . If D 0 contains nonabelian simple groups and m ≥ 3, then rank(H) ≥ 2 and hence H is not a free pro-D-group. If m = 2 then H could be generated by one element and therefore would be prosolvable. Nevertheless, take an open subgroup E and choose a closed prosolvable subgroup H and an element x 1 in E such that E = H, x 1 .
Then choose representatives x 2 , . . . , x n for F/E. We have F = H, x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n , but H is not free. So, the above conjecture is false.
Likewise, the straight forward generalization of Theorem (F2) of the introduction to the case of a non-Galois extension is false: Each Hilbertian field K has a separable algebraic extension L with G(L) prosolvable and there exists an element σ ∈ G(K) such [FJ, Prop. 24 .10]) proves the following result:
Proposition 5.6: Suppose that 2 ≤ m. Let X be a basis of F and let N be a closed normal subgroup of F of infinite index. If N contains an element w = 1 of the discrete group generated by X, then N ∼ = F max{ω,m} .
In particular, if N contains the commutator group [F, F ] of F , then N is free.
The analog of the latter result for Hilbertian fields is true: Every abelian extension of a Hilbertian field is Hilbertian [FJ, Thm. 15.6] . Following the twinning principle, we ask:
Problem 5.7: Let K be a Hilbertian field. Consider a nonempty set W of words in the variables X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , . . . . Let K s be the separable closure of K. Denote the fixed field in K s of all automorphisms w(σ 1 , . . . , σ n ) where w = w(X 1 , . . . , X n ) ∈ W and σ 1 , . . . , σ n ∈ G(K) by N . Is N Hilbertian?
Finally, we ask for a generalization of Proposition 3.9:
Problem 5.8: Suppose that m is uncountable. Let H be a closed subgroup of F such that weight(F/H) < m. Is H ∼ = F ?
We conclude this section with a negative answer to Question 1 on page 34 of [LD] .
It is related to Proposition 5.1.
Theorem 5.9: Let G be a profinite group of order p α(p) , where α(p) ≤ d is bounded.
Then G satisfies the eth Nielsen -Schreier formula for no e ≥ 1. [Ko] , the rank of H is at most d + 1
(Using the classification of simple groups, Lucchini [L] has proved the same result for each finite, and hence profinite group.) It follows that N and therefore G satisfy no Nielsen -Schreier formula.
